O-BAN Co., Ltd.

Maltiple efforts for even small-lot orders
Deliveries to remote locations also possible

O-BAN Co., Ltd. (Suita City, Osaka, President: Toko
Osaki) has been highly evaluated by customers for a
long time for its small-lot production of items
processed from materials such as urethane foam and
polyethylene foam. With the stated objectives of
"ultra-short delivery periods," "small lots" and "high
quality," the Company has now decided to start the full
acceptance of orders for small lots starting from just
one piece, including for orders from remote locations.
O-BAN will also accept orders from other processing
companies in the same business that are struggling
with the processing of small orders and will process the
small lots and also deliver them to remote locations.
Furthermore, for cases when the factory of a client
that trades with the Company is in a distant location,
O-BAN has established a policy of OEM support.
O-BAN uses processing equipments such as a slicing
machine, vertical cutting machine, super cutter,
roll slitter, press, fully-automatic press, reciprocating
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: 30
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processing machine, ribbon type automatic 2D
cutting machine and slitter to process foam materials
such as urethane foam, polyethylene foam, rubber
sponge, silicon sponge and EVA foam, and also
performs processing using various soft materials in
response to orders.
When another company in the business has a problem such as it cannot make a delivery on time, it does
not have a particular machine, it does not have
speciﬁc materials, it does not have a mold or it has no
spare processing capacity, O-BAN can perform the
shipment within same day, even for orders for just
one piece. The Company policy is to give examples of
the processed products possible such as 5S tools
and tool cases and also circles and rings for packing
for waterworks and gas, pipe covers, mobile phone
covers, artiﬁcial leg covers and packing and to
actively develop this business.

Business items
● Industrial goods: Packing, O-rings, joint parts, OA devices

● Air conditioning: Heat insulating materials, vibration absorbing

material

● Packaging: Packaging materials, cushioning materials

● Construction: Interior materials, construction joint materials, heat

insulating materials, sound absorbing materials

● Sports: Mats for competitions, mats for school physical education
● Medical: Pillows, mattresses, body pads, cushions
● Clothing: Shoulder pads, hanger covers

● Automobiles: Interior materials, sealing materials, seat cushions
● Agriculture: Foam for hydroponics (sprouts, honeworts, etc.)

● Miscellaneous goods: Cushions, bathroom mats, insoles, toy

materials
* Any other processing of foam materials can be supported.
Please consult O-BAN for details
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